Indiana Grown Meeting Minutes
May 22, 2014

- Total of 16 applications as of this point.
- Several people did not meet legislative requirements based on their choices.
- Specific information available on applicant spreadsheet
- Even if an individual is not chosen for the Commission, most of the individuals should be considered for invites to the Commission mtgs or to come speak to the Commission in their area of expertise.
- **DO** - Does Pete Eshelman belong to the Restaurant assoc? Laura/Ryan can confirm.
- Recommendations at this point:
  - Pete Eshelman - restaurant
  - Margaret Davidson – marketing
  - Chris Baggott - marketing
  - Chelsea Marburger - retail
  - Jeanette Merritt - retail
  - Bob White – growers
  - Cheryl Carter Jones - growers
  - Sarah Yelich – farmer’s markets
- **DO** – Laura will check into Bloomington/Batesville Farmer’s Markets
- Restaurant alternates – Patrick Tam and Steve Swihart
- Farmer’s Market alternates – Robin Hobson and Kathy Cooley